
Research Notes  and  Queries

Sir  William Stanley and  ‘OIde  Dyk’
Dr. Michael K. Jones writes: ‘
Few letters  have  prompted such fanciful speculation as the one Sir William
Stanley wrote to his friend Piers Warburton from his Cheshire house at Ridley.
Here it is in full:

Cosyn  Pers, lcomaunde me  unto you.  1  dowte  not ye  remembre  how  I  promised to
come unto  your  Parke, and  therein  to have  killed  a  buk  with  my hounds, and hit is
so as now  I  am so  besy with Olde  Dyk, I  can  have  no  layf therunto;
notwithstandyng, if hit please you to  have  my servauntes  and my hounds they shal
be  redy at  your comaundement, and  Crist  kepe  you

Rydeley 6  September

It was the antiquarian William Beaumont who first  suggested  that  ‘Olde  Dyk’
was none other  than  Richard  III, and  this  interpretation has been happily
followed by the  Dictionary of National Biography and  many other  works.
Sadly, this imaginative attribution is in all likelihood groundless. Ridley formed
a  part  of the marcher lordship of Bromfield and Yale, granted to Sir William on
10 December  1484.  According to the antiquarian John Leland Sir William built
a  fine new  house  at Ridley, ‘the fairest gentleman's  house  in a1 Chestershyre’.
The surviving remnant of this building, a stone gateway with segmented arch, is  ‘
early Tudor.  Both  the date of the grant and the architectural evidence suggest
that  the letter was written in Henry VII’s  reign. In view of the extensive
alterations made to the site by William Stanley, ‘Olde Dyk‘ may well refer to  a
work of land drainage, a ditch or dyke, connected with the laying out of gardens
around his new residence.

(The letter is John Rylands Library, Arley Ch. 30/ l).

Richardfll  and  Henry VI:  Reputation  and  Tradition
Livia  Visser-Fuchs  writes: .
While reading the  History of the  English Church  by Nicholas Harpsfield (1519?-
75), the  Catholic  theologian and biographer of  Thomas  More, to see whether it
contained anything relevant to Richard  III, three minor but remarkable things
struck me.
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Harpsfield is very concerned to praise Henry VI. He is hardly able  to find
words laudatory enough to celebrate Henry’s saintliness and meekness, and
throughout compares him  very favourably to his famous, successful, but far less
meritorious father.  Yet, in spite of this, Harpsfield is certain  that  the younger
Henry must  have  committed  some crime to deserve the fate that overtook him
in the end. His violent  death  must  have  been a punishment from God and
various causes are put  forward:  the breaking of  a  marriage treaty is one
(presumably the negotiations with the Count of Armagnac for one of his
daughters are meant), the murder of the innocent Humphrey of Gloucester is
another, and lastly it is considered whether the sins of his usurping grandfather,
Henry IV, were visited on Henry of Windsor. If the inescapable law of  just
reward is valid even for  a  saint, the implications of such ex  postfacto  reasoning
for Richard III need not be set out in detail.

Another curious feature of Harpsfield’s discussion of Henry VI are his
thoughts on the  reason why Richard had Henry’s remains moved from Chertsey
to Windsor. He says it was either because of the miracles  that  ‘were  becoming
famous in England’, or  because  Richard was plagued by his conscience ‘for
[Henry] had  been  killed mainly by his  hand  and on his advice’. There may also
have been ‘other causes’, or Richard could have been motivated ‘by some divine
counsel,  as  I  can readily believe’ (my italics). One wonders what Harpsfield
means. Is he implying that Richard may have been pious after all? Or is he
merely suggesting that  even  a  man so evil may be divinely inspired and  that  God
works in mysterious ways, as ever?

Finally one other  thing has to be noted. Nicholas Harpsfield’ s  grandfather,
who bore the  same  name, had been  a  servant of Richard, Duke  of York, and
clerk of the signct to Edward IV. He accompanied the King into exile and was
close to him until August  1471, a  witness to all  that  happened during Edward’s
recovery of the throne. In spite of this the grandson is content to  copy
extensively and slavishly John Rous, Polydore  Vergil  and  Thomas  More, and
has no contribution of his own to make. Did the elder Nicholas  know  nothing?
Did he never tell anything of  these  eventful times to his children and
grandchildren?

So much, unfortunately in this  case, for oral history.

CORRECTION
In the fourth paragraph of the review of The  Oxford Illustrated History
of the  British Monarchy in The  Ricardian,  Volume  8, No.  104,  page  204,
there was reference to Professor Ross.  This  was an error  which  the
Editor and the Reviewer  much  regret.
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